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La Marmite à Mots is a French youth publishing house wishing to allow all 
the little Marmitons and Marmitonnes to enjoy the pleasure of reading, 
learning and dreaming  through the power of thought-provoking words 
and illustrations.

The book must keep the smell of childhood to make them want to become 
readers in turn and continue to dream, to develop their imagination. The 
book is the way of freedom, of their freedom, "an open door to an 
enchanted world" (François Mauriac), a right way to be Human with all 
its infinite nuances.

This catalogue will help you discover our publications. We whish you a 
wonderful trip abord the Marmite. 



Our albums

The Croqu'surprises        2+

Sweet  albums  to  play  with,  in  a
square format (21x21 cm) that will
entertain the youngest 
                                           04

Santa Claus                      3+

Sweet stories about a funny Santa
who needs the reader's help
                                           05

RDV Tales                         3+

The classics  as  you've never  read
them before
                                           06

Ariane's thread                6+

Thought-provoking albums original-
ly illustrated by photomontages 
                                           08
                      3+
Heart breaker                  6+

Thought-provoking albums original-
ly illustrated by photomontages 
                                           10

Our novels

The Croqu'thumbs          6+

Short novels for first readers that
develop the taste for reading with
colored illustrations, an airy layout
and short chapters. 
                                           14

The Bugaboo                    9+

A  black  and  white  illustrated
collection  for  confirmed  readers
from  9  to  12  who  will  appreciate
the rich mysteries of these novels
                                           16

All rights available



….............................................

Wolf,  are you there? 
Nathalie Janer

A funny book whose reader is the hero: 
he must save friends by playing with his book!

4     The Croqu'surprises          21 x 21 cm – 28 pages             
          

2+

Let's walk in the woods, while the wolf is not there … If the wolf was 
there, he would eat us but he's not there, he's … «  I'm here!  »
Quick, help our friends escape the Wolf! But how? Follow the direc-tions 
of our friends and become the hero of the story.

At 3, say OUISTITI
Nathalie Janer

A souvenir book where the child can stick his picture!

What's easier than taking a picture? When the marmosets invite them-
selves, it's not so sure anymore.



…................................

21 x 29,7 cm – 36 pages                               Santa Claus     5

Santa Claus wants 
to eat french fries

Caroline Triaureau – Cèlia Bornas

Help Santa Claus to eat fries and 
write him your ideas, he always 
answers!

One Christmas night, Santa Claus 
discovered a nice plate of fires! 
What a delight! But when he 
decides to cook french fries at the 
North Pole, it's not so                       
simply ... 

          

Santa Claus wants
 to become 

a secret agent
Caroline Triaureau – Cèlia Bornas

Santa Claus has finished his 
Christmas Tour. He is happy to go 
home. But, after a while, he gets 
bored ... 

          



● Moderns illustrations, full of humor, of a traditional tale, to share and 
… crunch!

6      RDV Tales                    21 x 26,5 cm  - 48 to 52 pages        
                 

The 3 little pigs
really very piggy!

Caroline Triaureau – Stéphanie Alastra

A funny and endearing version
 whose respects the traditional tale

 to discover or rediscover 
... without being crunched!

The 3 little Pigs do not store their stuff! So when Mummy Pig puts them 
out, they have to learn to fend fort themselves in the Forest of the 
Becoming. But beware of the Big et Wicked Wolf ...

  It does not remind you of anything? 

 ●  Seeds for reading through winks to other stories or tales 

● Today's characters to talk to today's children with a childhood smell

3+



Once upon a time there was a little
pretty  girl  named  Rosaline.  Her
dream: opening a pastry shop. Her
speciality:  the  butter  cake.  Her
mother had prepared her a greedy
surprise: a magnificient red chape-
rone like wild strawberry and shi-
ning like sweet gelatin. Meanwhile,
Jean-Loup's  belly  was  shouting
famine!                                   

Once upon a time there was a little
boy no bigger than a thumb. He was
called Tom Thumb. He lived in the
depths of the woods, in a very poor
family. Everyone rejected them be-
cause  of  their  poverty  and  Tom
Thumb had no friends. Until the day
he  will  become  a  super-hero.

         

Hansel  and  Gretel  are  abandoned
by  their  parents  in  the  Sleeping
Wood.  What adventures does the
Sleeping Wood hold for them? Help
comes sometimes from those we do
not expect.                             

1001 recipes 
to become
a princess

Caroline Triaureau
Cèlia Bornas

                   48 pages

Welcome to 
The little 
red riding 

hood 
Caroline Triaureau
Stéphanie Alastra

21 x 26,5 cm  - 40 to 52 pages                         RDV Tales     7

The little 
BIG Tom 
thumb 

Caroline Triaureau
Stéphanie Alastra

                    48 pages

Hansel and 
Gretel

 & the golden 
compass

Caroline Triaureau
Stéphanie Alastra

Little Marion wants to turn into a 
fairytale princess to please her 
dad, using famous princess' reci-
pes. But she will learn that he loves 
her as she is.                          

40 pages

48 pages



The Heart-keeper
Soprano – Aude Léonard

The world is heartbroken. He 
would like to love so much. But 
men do not know how to do it 
anymore. Where is the heart-
keeper?                               32 pages 

Soprano, the author, is a famous singer in France. He is 
also sworn in the TV show « The voice ». The album is 
autographed by himself.

8       Ariane's thread      23,5 x 27 cm – 32 to 36 pages          

6+



23,5 x 27 cm – 32 to 36 pages                Ariane's thread     9

Mr Roland's umbrella
Ariane Duclert – Aude Léonard

Mr. Roland is rejected because he has no 
teeth, no money ... He protects himself 
from others and their wickedness behind 
his umbrella on which everything slides. 
But, one day, his umbrella is gone!
                                                                             36 pages

The tightrope walker 
of Chantepluie
Ariane Duclert – Mlle Redmist
                                                
Felix, the tightrope walker 
of Chantepluie, likes twir-
ling  on the rainbow rib-
bons. 
But, one day, a strange guy 
decides to collect
 ... clouds!
 
               36 pages 

It was time, Mr Filovent
Ariane Duclert – Mlle Redmist

Felicien Filovent is a very busy gentleman: 
he has very important appointments. He 
pays no attention to no one. Felicien 
Filovent runs so well that, one day, he's 
passing in front of the gentleman who has 
been waiting for hours now! And when 
he's coming back, this is not the moment.   
                                                             36 pages

Award : 
Prix  Grondein Spécial jury 2017

1 500 ex already sold



….............................................

The little girl with air flow boots
Jérémy Semet – Delphine Fiore

An album that invites to different 
interpretations: who is the little girl? 

A ghost? An imaginary friend? 

The reader appropriates the story
 in his own way.

Some believe she haunts an 
old pair of shoes, a kind of 
ghost in search of adventure. 
Others that she is an 
imaginary friend. But those 
stories make her laugh. 

One day, I'm inviting her to 
play with me.

   10     Heart stroke    

21 x 29,7 cm - 32 pages

6+



                 Heart stroke    11

A paper home
Marie Neyrat – Delphine Fiore

Growing up reading  Antoine's initiatic 
adventure  on a strange planet thanks to the 
original and poetic illustrations  made of 
collage mixes, painting...

On his planet of paper made with words, mountains 
of stories, drawn dreams, Antoine feels alone.  But in 
the morning, when he wakes up, Johan the giant of 
paper tends him the hand. 21 x 29,7 cm - 36 pages

On a rainy day, Lily, who lost her dad, draws a 
strange door on the bay window. And 
suddenly, she is immersed in a magical world 
where she meets the fantastic characters 
invented by her dad! 

The rain's door
Jérémy Semet – Léa Mazé

…............................

● Original illustrations between reality and 
dreamlike
● A story that deals with children's basic 
issues and invites them to think
 while having fun

…................ 
 

21 x 29,7 cm - 36 pages



    12     Heart stroke    

The trailer's of forgotten 
dreams

Hélène Gloria – Manuela Dupont

Behind the city, in the shade of a grove, she stands there. All dented, all 
crumpled, with a tilted look, she is charming, this cozy caralotte,  with her 
colorful lanterns. It's thanks to Margaux and her brushes. She captures 
the dreams we forget while becoming adults.  But what will happen if 
Margaux also forgets her dreams?                                 26,5 x 21 cm – 44 pages

 

….............................................

Eddie and the wandering 
letters

Hélène Gloria – Manuela Dupont

Covered with dust, Eddie has an 
impressive collection of labels, 
marking the endless succession of 
tenants.  

● Growing up reading this initiatic ta-
le  and dreaming  thanks to the poetic 
illustrations painted on kraft paper
●  A  surprising final double page that 
opens in 2 side flaps

Endless? Not sure. Because the house is 
no longer inhabited. The day its screws 
fall, Eddie goes off, looking for new labels 
and ... itself.                  26,5 x 21 cm – 44 pages

1800 ex already sold



                 Heart stroke     13

Brothers of the world
Christos – Charlotte Cottereau

A beautiful album for believing in 
tolerance and respect

Beyond our differences,
 the wealth of heart

Two children run. One is barefoot. 
The other wears shoes. One runs in 
the savannah. The other runs in the 
city. But they are not different. They 
are linked to each other by a thread. 
An invisible thread that binds them 
to the world and to others. 

21 x 29,7 cm – 36 pages



….............................................

14    The Croqu'thumb          14 x 18,5 cm – 52 to 64 pages         

6+      The words shopkeeper
        Nananou – Stéphanie Alastra

      How can we « say »: I love you?

 ● Developping the taste for reading with colored 
illustrations

 ● Easy reading thanks to an airy layout and 
short chapters
● Adapted to dyslexia

 ● A documentary part 

Tom loves going to the market where there's a words shopkeeper. Today, 
he is happy: he broke his piggy bank to offer his mother jewelry words, 
words-kisses, words-love. But when the words shopkeeper's stall is 
upside down, it's zany!        52 pages

1400 ex already sold – reprinted in fall 2019



14 x 18,5 cm – 48 to 64 pages                 The Croqu'thumb    15

Clown Pipo does not stop crying. 
He suffers of a strange illness. How 
can his friends help him to get 
well? Mystery mystery... 

Pipo's 
mysterious 

illness
Marie Tibi 

Cécile Goupil

64 pages

Jean Cabot is the dog of Monsieur 
Eustache's farm. And he has a very 
specific mission: protecting the pul-
lets of the farm. But Basil the fox 
has not saying his last word ... 

John Cabot, 
adventurer 
of the seas
Pierre Ruaud

Stéphanie Alastra

48 pages

Today is the day of the wickedness: 
all the monsters, witches and 
vampires meet for a big meal. But 
now the feast, the meal is gone!

The day of 
the 

wikedness
Marie Tibi 
Vayounette

56 pages

Ptera's secret
Delphine Dumouchel

Vayounette

Ptera is a young pterodactyl with 
beautiful blue wings. But when her 
friends discover her in tears, she 
will reveal her terrible secret: she 
can not fly. 

48 pages

Mutine  Jérémy Semet – Stéphanie Alastra 
Who has never dreamed of changing parents?

Mutine loves eating sweets and hates washing her 
teeth. But her parents do not hear it that way. One 
day she's discovering a wonderful world without 
toothbrush and vegetables! Wonderful? Sure, Mutine? 

60 pages



16    The Bugaboo             13 x 19 cm – 128 to 156 pages         
         

9+



13 x 19 cm – 128 to 156 pages                   The Bugaboo     17

My neighbour is a killer  Caroline Triaureau

● Reading while having fun: a title that hangs and a tone that gives the 
goose chair! An intriguing and mysterious story where the characters will 
live incredible and very funny adventures!

BEST SELLER        1200 ex already sold

A new student arrives in the class. Faced with his strange behavior, 
Jimmy, Vera and Boomba are convinced he is a serial killer. They have to 
look for clues to prove it. But it's not going to happen as they wished..

Charlotte goes to London with her 
class. After a hectic crossing on the 
ferry, she learns with horror that 
she will have to share her host 
family with her worst enemy! And 
when a ghost interferes, her life 
really becomes hell!

BONUS: Welcome to London: a funny 
way to discover the main monuments of 
London

Panic in London
Caroline Triaureau

112  pages

116  pages

Eliott is thrilled to return to Mirville 
Manor with his aunt Mildred and 
Uncle Alfred. He meets his friend 
Lily, the young neighbor. But 
quickly Eliott is confronted with 
strange events ... What is going on 
at the Manor?

BONUS: Leonardo da Vinci: a funny 
way to discover one of the greatest 
geniuses of art and invention

The crime was 
almost perfect
Caroline Triaureau

128  pages

….............................................



The Croqu'surprises     21*21 cm / 28 p. / hard cover  / 11,90€

At 3, say Ouistiti  15/05/2018
Wolf, are you there? 9/04/2019

Santa Claus     21*29,7 cm / 32 p. / hard cover  / 10,90€

Santa Claus wants to eat french fries  15/10/2015
Santa Claus wants to become a secret agent  9/10/2017

RDV Tales   21*26,5 cm /  hard cover /  12,90€

The 3 little pigs … really very piggy!  15/09/2015 – 52 p.
1001 recipes to become a princesse  15/09/2015 – 48 p.
Welcome to The little red ridding hood 11/10/2016 - 48 p. 
The little BiG Tom Thumb  10/10/2017 - 48p. 
Hansel and Gretel  & the golden compass  8/10/2019 – 40 p. 

Ariane's thread    23,5*27 cm / hard cover / 12,90€ - 13,90€

The Heart-keeper  09/04/2019 – 32 p. - 13,90€
Mr Roland's umbrella 09/02/2016 – 36 p. - 12,90€
The tightrope walker of Chantepluie  21/02/2017 – 36 p. - 12,90€
It was time, Mr Filovent 12/02/2018 – 36 p. - 12,90€

Heart stroke

The little girl with air flow boots 09/04/2019 – 32 p. -  21*29,7 cm - 
13,90€
A paper home  24/04/2018 – 36 p. - 21*29,7 cm - 13,90€
The rain' s door  28/09/2017 – 36 p. - 21*29,7 cm – 12,90€
Brothers of the world  24/04/2019 – 36 p. - 21*29,7 cm – 13,90€



The trailer's of forgotten dreams 23/05/2017 reprinted in 2018 – 
44 p. - 26,5*21 cm - 13,90€
Eddie and the wandering letters   08/10/2019 – 40 p. - 26,5*21 cm – 
13,90€

The Croqu'thumb    14*18,5 cm / soft cover with 2 side flaps  / 
5,90€ - 6,90€

The words shopkeeper  3/06/2017 – 52p. - 5,90€
Pipo's mysterious illness  13/03/2018  - reprinted in august 2018 – 64p. 
- 5,90€
The day of wickedness  28/08/2018 – 56p. - 5,90€
John Cabot, adventurer of the seas  25/08/2016 – 48p. - 5,90€
Ptera's secret  14/03/2017– 48p. - 5,90€
Mutine  06/04/2019 – 60p. - 6,50€

The Bugaboo    13*19 cm /  Soft cover /  8,90€

My neighbour is a killer 12/06/2018 – 112 p. 
Panic in London  11/09/2018 – 116 p. 
The crime was almost perfect  12/02/2019 – 128 p. 

This leaflet was supported by the Normandy 
Region, the DRAC and the National Book 
Center under FADEL.



www.la-marmite-a-mots.fr

La Marmite à Mots    
10, rue Jean Maridor                             
76700 Rogerville (France)
Tel: (+33) 06 07 02 44 35
Rights manager: Caroline Triaureau
info@la-marmite-a-mots.fr


